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                                        Call us today

                                        0161 980 6688: Clinical & Aesthetic Treatments

                                        07725 470 649: Dina Scott - Director
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                                        Opening hours

                                        Mon - Sat: 8am -5pm,
Sunday: CLOSED
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                            Call us today

                            0161 980 6688: Clinical & Aesthetic Treatments

                            07725 470 649: Dina Scott – Director
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                            Opening hours

                            Mon 12.30 – 4, 
Tues – Thurs 10 – 7.30, Sat 10 – 4. 
Closed Friday and Sunday
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                        Find Us

                        Dunham Consulting, renowned for quality and care, is one of Cheshire’s premier clinics.
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                        Reviews

                        Don’t just take our word for it, see what our clients say about us.
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                        About our consultancy

                        Dunham Consulting, based in Cheshire, has been established for over 20 years and are proud to have successfully treated thousands of patients. Although most of our work is within the private sector we have also worked alongside the NHS/PCT and have been registered with, and approved by, the CQC [previously HCC]. We specialise in a variety of treatments including Laser Hair & Vein Removal, Electrolysis, Alkaline Wash, Semi Permanent Make Up, Skin Tag, Wart & Blood Spot Removal, Fungal Nail and Acne Vulgaris treatments.


Dunham Consulting uses the most technologically advanced equipment ensuring our patients are receiving optimum results from their treatments and are assured that they are in the most skilled and qualified hands. Dr. Rita Rakus presents an expert medical team that guarantees the very best in advanced lasers, radiofrequency and cosmetic procedures including injectables. At Dunham Consulting you can see, first hand, the effectiveness of laser hair removal, semi permanent make up, treatments for lines and wrinkles, vein removal and much more. For the full range of what is offered see our list of treatments.


My signature skincare range Viso has been specifically developed to maintain good skin health on a daily basis, please click here now to view.
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                                        Laser Hair Removal

                                        The Polaris ND:YAG systems offers a safe and effective treatment for unwanted hair, Suitable for all skin types.
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                                        Laser Vein Removal

                                        Comfortable and successful treatment for removing unsightly broken veins on the face, legs and décolletage.
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                                        Electrolysis

                                        A safe and effective treatment for hair removal that has been used for over 100 years.
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                                        Alkaline Wash

                                        A remarkable treatment designed to reduce fine, downy hair.
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                                        Semi Permanent Make-Up

                                        Perfect brows, beautifully defined eyes and lips from the moment you wake up every day.
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                                        Pore Reduction

                                        Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipisicing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua.
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                                        Acne Vulgaris

                                        Non invasive laser treatment to target and destroy the bacteria that causes acne.
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                                        Advanced Cosmetic Procedures

                                        Removal of milia, skin tags, warts and verrucae.
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                        Semi-permanent

                        “I had my brows done with Dina in November last year. I wanted semi-permanent makeup done as I over plucked my brows when I was younger and barely had anything left. I absolutely love them! Thank you so much, Dina. They look very natural with actual hair strokes instead of thick and blocky. I've had so many compliments on them. If anyone wants theirs doing, don’t hesitate just book in with Dina, you will not regret it.” 
Sally Henderson
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                        Laser Hair Removal

                        “I was recommended to Dunham Consulting by one of my friends for laser hair removal. Dina is very warm and professional. The clinic is lovely and spotlessly clean. I have had my face and underarms treated. Over the moon with my results so far – have now booked in to have my legs done too!” 
Aliah Saleem
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                        Blood spots treated!

                        “I contacted Dina at Dunham Consulting about some blood spots I've had on my chest and tummy for years. She was very informative on the phone. I was a bit nervous at first as I have never had anything like this done but when I came for the treatment I immediately felt at ease with her, she explained the process very well. The treatment was not at all painful and she treated all my blood spots within the one session. I couldn’t be happier with the results! They took about 4 days to fade away as she told me they would and now they are all gone. 
Thank you so much, Dina! Very happy customer. 
Amy Jenkins
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                        Thread Vein and hair removal

                        I have been seeing Dina for a few months now - for hair removal treatment on my bikini line, and for thread vein removal on my face. I'm so delighted with the results - my face looks much less 'ruddy' and I no longer have to wax or shave before I go swimming - just brilliant! The other thing I would mention to potential customers is that Dina puts you at ease - so don't waste your time feeling embarrassed or self-conscious before you go. I just wish I'd heard about her years ago!

Laura Hall
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                        Recommended!

                        “Got recommended to Dina from a friend of mine. Had bad ingrown hairs on my legs from waxing, the laser has got rid of these now along with the hair. So glad I came to Dunham Consulting”

Sarah Grissing
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                        Results!

                        Great service, even better results.
Mrs Ahmed
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                        Excellent long term service

                        “I have been coming to Dunham Consulting for 2 years. The service provided is outstanding. Dina really made me feel at ease about my unwanted hair problem. The results I have had have been amazing. Thank you so much.”

Tina Bates
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                        Skin tags resolved

                        “I had some very annoying skin tags on my underarms. My wife booked me in to see Dina. It just took one treatment and they were gone. Very professional”

Mark Harris
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